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Four vacationing kids go missing and then run into a ghost and hoodlums in a dense forest. Even specialists find it difficult to distinguish the true circumstances of the death of children. Four or five children These events took place in the small town of Fall River in 1997. Local residents said they heard "heard the voice" of a fourteen-year-old boy who pleaded with adults to find him. His body was later found in a lake with a bicycle
lying nearby. someone This happened in 1988. While fishing, about ten o'clock in the morning, Howard McManus saw an unknown object approaching him from the water. There were no signs of the attack on his body. But soon, after a while, he felt that someone was trying to strangle him. He was shocked, and then he heard the sounds of a struggle and could no longer move. When he woke up, he saw that he had really been

captured and disappeared, and his body was covered with dried blood. Two children Two children, James Cornill and Elaine Risk, were found dead at the bottom of a lake near an abandoned factory. They were found there simply drowned, their bodies were found with no signs of strangulation. They were found so dead that stray currents were recorded. Both had strangulation marks and died almost simultaneously. Doctors who
examined their places of residence found no signs of violent death. Appeared ghost Recently, acclaimed artist artist Steve Irving painted five paintings depicting supposedly real events. He stumbled upon an abandoned old hotel in Virginia where a dead man was found in the late 19th century. His corpse, according to the conclusion of forensic experts, had signs of a violent violent execution. There were no signs of violence on him,

but as the body lay on the cold gray granite floor, the skin took on a metallic tint, and the eyes were slightly parted. Then the artist reached the observatory built near this hotel. In one of his pipes was found an old bottle filled with a poisonous substance, which, according to experts, could be nerve gas. The police subsequently stated that the bottle was indeed unusual, but no evidence was found that the case was related to it. Irving also
managed to find two skulls, which, as it turned out, were identical to the smallest detail. One of them had two glass lenses inserted
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